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Abstract
Relevant fundamentals of the electrochemical double layer and supercapacitors utilizing the interfacial capacitance as well as
superficial redox processes at the electrode/solution interface are briefly reviewed. Experimental methods for the determination of
the capacity of electrochemical double layers, of charge storage electrode materials for supercapacitors, and of supercapacitors
are discussed and compared. Intrinsic limitations and pitfalls are indicated; popular errors, misconceptions, and mistakes are
evaluated. The suitability of available methods is discussed, and practical recommendations are provided.
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Introduction

Capacitors as a means of storing electric energy without any
transformation are standard for decades; supercapacitors as
devices showing capacitances and thus storage capabilities
bigger by orders of magnitude are a recent addition in electri-
cal engineering. In the search for better materials and their
combinations, standards of reporting have been less than per-
fect; demands for more uniform reporting are almost as old as
the research in this field [1].

Whenever an ionically conducting phase (e.g., an electro-
lyte solution) and an electronically conducting phase (e.g., a
metal or graphite) are brought into contact, an electrochemical

double layer is established. Its structure, its properties, and its
behavior have fascinated electrochemists, surface scientists,
biologists, tribologists, and scientists from other fields for
many decades. Its capacitor-like behavior known since the
work of Lippmann [2, 3], Perrin [4], Stern [5], Gouy [6–8],
Chapman [9, 10], Helmholtz [11], and others has been fre-
quently treated by experimentalists more like a nuisance caus-
ing a non-Faradaic charging current. Only those interested in
fundamentals of electrochemistry have studied the structure
and dynamics of the electrochemical interface thoroughly
and without trying to get around its effects as in, e.g., polar-
ography. For an early overview highlighting the work by
Grahame [12], see [13], for more recent ideas [14].
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Dynamics of the ion-conducting phase (the electrolyte solu-
tion) adjacent to this interface especially with respect to sud-
den changes of, e.g., current or electrode potentials/cell volt-
age have been inspected elsewhere [15]. Wetting in particular
of materials for electrochemical double layer capacitors
EDLCs has been examined with respect to the current under-
standing of the theoretical foundations [16].

Actual values of this electrochemical double layer capaci-
ty1 in μF cm-2 (more specifically of geometric or of true or of
electrochemically active surface area (see [17]) depend on
numerous factors and parameters like identity of the metal or
any other electronically conducting material, its crystallogra-
phy, composition of the electrolyte solution, and electrolyte
concentration [18, 19]. A most frequently used value is 20 μF
cm-2 for a perfectly smooth metal surface in contact with a
moderately concentrated electrolyte solution. This is very
close to the value calculated in Eq. 1 with the Helmholtz
model of a parallel-plate condenser assuming

C ¼ ε
4⋅π⋅d

ð1Þ

with distance d = 300 pm and permittivity ε = 6 F·m-1 yielding
C = 18 μF cm-2. Values ranging from C = 15 μF cm-2 up to C
= 50 μF cm-2 have been discussed elsewhere [20].
Determination of relevant experimental numbers was and is
still mostly based on cyclic voltammetry performed at various
scan rates and electrochemical impedance measurements.
Practically observed numbers are too small for any practical
application in electrochemical energy conversion and storage.
Capacitances observed with so-called electrolytic capacitors
[21, 22] are much larger with respect to the geometric elec-
trode surface, but this is based on artificially generated rough-
ness resulting in a much larger true interfacial area. In addition
the capacity depends on the properties of the interface with a
thin layer of Al2O3 or other valve metal oxides like Ta2O5

acting as dielectric between the metal, the ionically
conducting electrolyte, and the counterelectrode material.
These devices are not considered here; they are commonly
ignored when discussing supercapacitors.

True double layer capacities exploded into technologically
relevant data with the reports and patents of Becker [23] and
Rightmire [24] (for later details of this technological develop-
ment, see [25]) on observations made with porous carbon
electrodes. The large surface area of activated carbon pressed
into porous pellets subsequently used as electrodes when

brought into contact with aqueous electrolyte solutions made
double layer capacitances of many Farads a technically feasi-
ble option. When two electrodes are inserted into a common
electrolyte solution, the respective double layer capacitances
CDL1 and CDL2 act as two capacitors connected in series.
Although according to eq. 2 the measured capacity C of the
capacitor is only

1

C
¼ 1

CDL1
þ 1

CDL2
ð2Þ

but the numbers are still impressive. Surface-confined redox
transformations of many compounds insoluble in the
employed electrolyte solution (e.g., RuO2 or MnO2 in aque-
ous electrolyte solutions) show a current response in CVs
fairly similar, capacitor-like (for a typical example, see [26]).
Because the underlying process is not simply charging of an
electrochemical interface and local separation of charged spe-
cies without any associated Faradaic reaction, this behavior
has been called pseudocapacitive [20]; for a more recent dis-
cussion of the term and its application, see [27]. Experimental
details and observations will be discussed below. The confu-
sion between Faradaic, capacitive, and pseudocapacitive
behavior/current response of electrode materials has been ad-
dressed also by Ragoisha and Aniskevich [28] by repeating
previous arguments already collected in [27] without adding
new arguments or considerations.

Measurements of these values can be performed with var-
ious methods: galvanostatic charge/discharge (in electroana-
lytical chemistry this procedure is also known as
chronopotentiometry [29–32]), potentiostatic2 charge/
discharge (again in electroanalytical chemistry this procedure
is known as chronoamperometry, but frequently and some-
times slightly confusingly cyclic voltammetry is listed also
under this header), and impedance measurements.

The highly porous structure of the electrodes (both the
carbon ones for EDLC supercapacitors and the redox-active
materials for redox-supercapacitors) already suggests serious
limitations of these methods with respect to the validity of the
obtained results. Penetration of the electronic and even more
importantly of the electrolytic (ionic) current into the pores
and the highly structured electronically conducting solid de-
pends on the rate of potential change, the current, or the fre-
quency of the electrode potential or current modulation ap-
plied in impedance measurements. At zero rate of change,
current or zero frequency equilibrium will be established
across the electrode/solution interface and inside the porous
body independent of how porous it might be. In reality only
this will be the theoretical limit. Thus, at least inspection of
empirical relationships between rate of change (i.e., scan rate
in CV, current in GCD, and frequency in impedance

1 Although the correct technical term is capacitance among electrochemists,
the term capacity is frequently used, almost like a synonym. This confusion
has been addressed elsewhere before [74]. Only recently in the debate about
capacitive, pseudocapacitive, and non-pseudocapacitive behaviors of electro-
chemical interfaces in particular in supercapacitor electrodes attempts have
been made to turn this rather harmless confusion and habit into a problem,
apparently based on rather artificial arguments [75]. In this text, capacitance
will be used.

2 Actually andmore correctly potentiodynamic, but this term is apparently less
popular.
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measurements) and actually observed capacitances of elec-
trode double layer or of a capacitor is needed. This has been
done for potentiostatic measurements of charges involved in
redox transformations of RuO2 electrodes as reported by
Ardizzone et al. [33]. Initial criticism related in particular to
an assumed lack of sound justification [34] has been critically
examined [35]; the suitability of the approach appears to be
out of question. Another separation is frequently attempted:
the distinction between capacitive and Faradaic contributions
to charge storage and their formal separation. This subject will
be addressed below. Always a decrease of measured electrode
double layer as well as (super) capacitor redox capacitance as
a function of the rate of electrode potential change or charge/
discharge current is observed; it is mostly reported as capacity
retention (in %) with respect to the highest number found at
whatever experimental conditions applied in a given study.

Closely related to the mode of charge storage (both
EDLC and redox storage) and the frequently highly devel-
oped porosity is dielectric absorption [36, 37] (also called
dielectric relaxation or soakage [38]). Effects of this phe-
nomenon are easily observed when the voltage of a capac-
itor (both a conventional and a supercapacitor) returns to a
small value (> 0 V) after discharge by short-circuit (typi-
cally 0.01 to 10 % of the value before short-circuiting).
With a supercapacitor, this is due to charge stored inside
the porous material not fully participating in the discharge
mostly because of transport limitations. It might also indi-
cate charge trapping. In conventional capacitors employing
non-porous electrodes and various solid dielectrics, further
mechanisms may be effective. This phenomenon becomes
more obvious when a charged device is stored for longer
periods of time enabling charges to distribute evenly with-
in the electrode material including locations farther away
from the current collector. Given the relatively high self-
discharge of supercapacitors, it is not surprising that this
phenomenon has hardly been addressed in published re-
ports. To ensure reproducibility, it is recommended to
short-circuit a supercapacitor for about 15 min before test-
ing [36].

Given the ongoing chase for the highest electrode and cell
capacitances, correct and comparable measurement and
reporting seem to be highly relevant. Certainly reported num-
bers may be correct, but because of different experimental
settings and missing points of reference and standards, results
are hardly comparable. Already the omission of information
about inclusion of binder, added conducting carbon, and cur-
rent collector (or their exclusion) might result in gross misin-
terpretations of data specific with respect to mass or volume.
The preference for gravimetric data further reduces practical
importance of reported data because quite obviously volumet-
ric data are technologically more relevant. The need is further
reinforced by the development of asymmetric supercapacitors
or more generally devices, wherein a supercapacitor and a

battery electrode are combined. Proper matching of the overall
storage capability will help to utilize materials as good as
possible. This obvious fact has been highlighted [39] although
the assumption that such combination (the term hybridization
appears to be a bit misleading) might help to increase the
energy density of supercapacitors appears to be somewhat
confusing.

In a representative case study, excessive claims of over-
whelming performance of a complete cell were reduced to true
size by a careful examination [40]. Although frequently data
are reported with respect to current density (per volume, per
weight, or per apparent surface area) or with stating C-rate, the
reader can sometimes only guess the point of reference. The
use of C-rates has recently been reexamined by Jorne [41].
Data for the same material examined with a thin or a thick
electrode and with the current collector in different locations
will provide most likely different results when measured at the
same C-rate with the former thin electrodes always
performing better. Stating C-flux (current with respect to elec-
trode area) instead of C-rate (current with respect to mass) has
been suggested as a remedy. These considerations are directly
connected to the thickness of the electrode. As examined else-
where [42], specific data obtained with extremely thin elec-
trodes are always better than with thick electrodes although
the former ones may be practically irrelevant.

Some considerations for measurement and reporting have
been reported before [43, 44]; surprisingly these arguments
were basically repeated later [45], sometimes even without
mentioning the more extensive earlier work [46]. These re-
ports lack clear definition and a complete overview of avail-
able and currently employed methods and procedures. A book
whose title seems to answer all questions asked here the pres-
ent authors failed to comprehend [47]. The same applies to a
report claiming to provide a new approach to improved inter-
pretation of capacitance measurements [48].

The following measurement methods and considerations
are presented in an attempt to suggest some guidelines. The
overwhelming and hardly adequately addressed question for
materials stability and other materials-related questions are not
considered in the present context.

Methods

Double layer and electrode capacitance

The capacitance of the electrochemical double layer CDL can
be considered either in differential form [49, 50]:

Cdiff ¼ ∂Q
∂E

ð3Þ

or in integral form:
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Cint ¼ ΔQ
ΔE

or Cint ¼ q
E−Epzc

ð4Þ

with the electrode potential of zero charge Epzc and q = ΔQ.
They are related to each other according to:

Cdiff ¼ E−Epcz

� � ∂Cint

∂E
þ Cint ð5Þ

Both values can be determined experimentally [30, 51–55];
care should be exercised in not confusing them (see below for
an example). The former value is mostly discussed in exper-
imental electrochemistry (for details, see, e.g., [29, 54]).
Experimental methods reviewed briefly in the next section
are based on controlled change of electrode potential, on con-
trolled flow of current across the interface (the current flow
may be associated with a Faradaic reaction and/or with
accumulation/dispersion of ions), or on the response to a mod-
ulation of electrode potential or flowing current by a time-
dependent signal in impedance measurements.

All approaches based on measuring the current response of
an electrode under study to a change of electrode potential are
suitable only when the electrode/electrolyte solution interface
shows non-Faradaic behavior within a suitably wide range of
electrode potentials (commonly called double layer region). A
typical example (although of no technical-practical relevance)
is shown below with a CV of a polycrystalline gold electrode
(Fig. 1) with this double layer range at 0.1 < ERHE < 0.8 V.

Plotting the current registered in this range of electrode
potentials versus scan rate yields a graph in Fig. 2 with the
slope equal to Cdiff.

A plot in the range of electrode potentials around ERHE = 1.
5 V yields a straight line, too, but with a much larger value of
slope and accordingly apparent capacitance Cdiff quite

impossibly due to double layer charging. Various features of
the shape of the CV in this range of electrode potential and the
dependency of current everywhere in this range on the poten-
tial scan rate suggest designation of the behavior as
pseudocapacitive. More on this subject of intense debate is
in [27]. A similar behavior of a RuO2-covered electrode has
been reported by Burke and Murphy [56]; its interpretation
with respect to surface area of the electrode is somewhat
clouded by unclear terminology. More recently and with op-
timized electrode architectures, it has been observed again
[57]; there are many more observations reported.

The dependency of the current flowing across the electro-
chemical interface on the scan rate can be written as

I ¼ Cdiff � dE=dt
or using v ¼ dE=dt

ð6Þ

I ¼ Cdiff v ð7Þ
for an electrode showing no Faradaic reaction, i.e., in the
double layer region. Quite obviously this can be taken as a
specific case of a general power law relationship

I ¼ a � vb ð8Þ
with the exponent b = 1. Because the exponent b = 0.5 sug-
gested similarity of the equation to the well-known relation-
ship of peak current on scan rate as provided in the Randles-
Ševčik equation, authors have frequently assumed that even a
current peak showing such a dependency with b = 1 (or close
to 1) must be due to a capacitive process; for a non-
representative selection of examples, see [58–64].
Unfortunately the authors did not provide a description of
their understanding of a capacitive process; obviously they
assumed that the power law description sufficed as an expla-
nation. The idea that every device showing a current response
to a changing potential (voltage) like a capacitor must be
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Fig. 1 Cyclic voltammograms of a polycrystalline gold electrode in
contact with an aqueous electrolyte solution of 1 M HClO4, nitrogen
purged, scan rates as indicated
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Fig. 2 Current response vs. scan rate of a polycrystalline gold electrode in
contact with an aqueous electrolyte solution of 1 M HClO4 at different
electrode potentials
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capacitive or at least pseudocapacitive [64] seems to be less
than conclusive. As already illustrated above, the observed
current with its particular magnitude—and at any electrode
potential in the range of the formation of the gold hydroxide/
oxide formation, the same plot and the same slope will be
obtained—is not at all due to a capacitive process, but is due
to a surface-confined Faradaic process. Based on the two cur-
rent vs. scan rate dependencies (i.e., the two exponents in said
power law), authors have divided the current at basically every
electrode potential in a CV into a capacitive and a Faradaic
part [58, 59] with frequently rather disturbing results. For
nanoparticle TiO2 depending on particle size, more than
50% of the charge storage was deemed to be capacitive, and
because it was assigned to surface-near electrode reactions, it
was called pseudocapacitive. This pseudocapacitive fraction
grew to 84% in case of nano-particular MoC embedded in a
3D network of nitrogen-doped carbon [65]. Unfortunately the
displayed results of the impedance measurements are highly
selective and incomplete; details on, e.g., the value of Cdiff

might have helped in understanding the reasons of the remark-
able power retention. For sodium ion storage materials, the
percentage reached 95% [66], 82.8% [67], or 90.3% [68].
The criteria for calling a material pseudocapacitive defined
and discussed elsewhere [27] based on the fundamental con-
siderations specified earlier [20] apparently were hardly taken
into account. Related materials like titanium niobates showing
numerous pronounced current peaks [69] have met the same
treatment. Because of the common perception that only a ca-
pacitor can provide large currents, good rate performance of
an electrode (i.e., high current capability even at large scan
rates or small electrode overpotentials at large currents), which
indeed is frequently observedwith electrode materials both for
batteries and supercapacitors, has been assigned to capacitive
or pseudocapacitive processes. A much simpler explanation is
obviously overlooked as being either too simple or not being
fancy enough: Such material shows a particularly well-
designed electrode morphology with a large fraction of the
active material close to the contact interface with the electro-
lyte solution thus accessible for the electrode reaction without
significant hindrance in particular by solid-state diffusion.
This separation briefly discussed above has been demonstrat-
ed elsewhere as being physically meaningless [70].

By integration of the CV-trace between two electrode po-
tential values set apart by ΔE, the value of Cdiff is also avail-
able; this approach is particularly recommended when the
current response is not a flat line as expected for a capacitive
behavior of the electrode. Applicability of this approach in
particular with low scan rates was confirmed elsewhere [71];
data from CVs were found to be close to true equilibrium
double layer capacity values (i.e., not affected by diffusion
effects) as compared with the data from impedance measure-
ments. These considerations are equally valid for electrode
materials showing a pseudocapacitive behavior [27, 72–75].

The storage capability of an electrode (whether it is due to
the interfacial double layer capacitance of materials subse-
quently employed in EDLC capacitors or the redox reactions
providing a pseudocapacitive or non-pseudocapacitive re-
sponse) can also be measured using galvanostatic charge/
discharge measurements. From duration of discharge/charge,
set current, and change of electrode potential, the capacitance
is calculated. The shape of the curve may suggest the type of
behavior with a perfectly straight line indicating capacitive or
pseudocapacitive behavior, whereas any significant deviation,
in particular steps and plateaus, signal redox processes and
thus no pseudocapacitive behavior.

Finally impedance measurements can be applied to elec-
trodes [76–78]. They are an almost standard feature in scien-
tific reports on supercapacitor electrode materials. In the latter
case, most unfortunately the application of this method goes
hardly beyond a display of obtained data in Nyquist plots and
some mostly diffuse description of the observed traces.
Assignment of the various segments (lines, semicircles, etc.)
to electrochemical phenomena and processes is mostly limited
to trivial statements. An introductory overview on impedance
measurements applied to electrode materials and
supercapacitor devices has been reported [79]. Pitfalls and
inherent limitations quite naturally suggesting the use of fur-
ther methods for a critically cross-check of impedance results
are highlighted as has been done before [80, 81]. Frequently it
is even not stated whether an electrode or a cell impedance has
been measured or discussed [82]. Evaluation of data, even
reporting of obtained numbers, is missing. For a typical ex-
ample, see [83]. When evaluation by fitting of an equivalent
circuit is attempted, comparisons of measured and fitted data
frequently are not displayed, neither are the applied equivalent
circuits or transfer functions and a complete list of all param-
eters describing them are given. A purported limitation of
impedance measurements has been reported by Wang and
Pilon [84]. The authors state that capacitances obtained from
impedance measurements at low frequencies have been found
to be lower consistently than values obtained with other
methods. Already the starting condition “measured at low
frequencies” might have raised concerns: double layer capac-
ities (i.e., Cdiff) are obtained from impedance measurements
always by considering the whole frequency range wide
enough to include contributions in particular of the examined
details. In a study of double layer and kinetic parameters (for a
typical example, see [17]), the upper frequency limit will
mostly be given be cell geometry and experimental setup,
the lower limit by the onset of diffusion contributions, and
the stability of the studied object or time constraints.
Determination of Cdiff in a limited frequency range and in
particular at low frequencies is thus scientifically unwarrant-
ed. These concerns have been examined more closely by
Roling and Drüschler [85]. These authors stated perfect agree-
ment between values of Cdiff properly derived from
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impedance measurements and values derived from a Poisson-
Boltzmann-typemodel, whereas in the Poisson-Nernst-Planck
model applied by Wang and Pilon, the integral double layer
capacitance obtained was—as stated above—not equivalent
to Cdiff. In a final response, Wang and Pilon [86] confirmed
the confusion suggested as the possible explanation of the
inconsistency insinuated earlier; they stressed once again the
danger of confusing integral and differential double layer ca-
pacitance. The need to consider the whole frequency range
was not even addressed.

More complicated approaches, in particular equivalent cir-
cuits, have been reported (for an example, see [87]) without
visible benefit. Practical aspects of capacitance measurements
have been critically reviewed elsewhere [43].

Capacitor and supercapacitor capacitance

Various experimental approaches are available in the lab; for
commercial and field use in electrical engineering, profession-
al instruments are available in addition.

Similar to the methods applied for double layer capaci-
tance, measurements of the current flowing in response to a
changing applied voltage (potentiostatic measurement) or the
change of cell voltage as a function of applied current (galva-
nostatic measurement) are used. A further method also
employing electrode potential control has been suggested
[32], but it seems to enjoy limited application only. In this
method, an electrode potential step is applied, and the current
response is recorded. From a plot of ln I as a function of time
the Ohmic resistance of the capacitor (electric series resistance
ESR) and the capacitance can be derived. Experimental con-
ditions as well as results and their interpretation in [32] are
rather confused; in any case, this method does not provide the
adjustable parameter “rate of change of state of charge” by
different charging currents or scan rates identified as an im-
portant experimental option below. Extended application of
DC pulses, etc. for the determination of supercapacitor perfor-
mance beyond measuring the capacitance has been discussed
elsewhere [88]. In addition cell impedance measurements are
employed [82]. The effect of state of charge and temperature
on the cell impedance has been examined [89].

The procedure to determine capacitance C and other rele-
vant device parameters is described in the European Standard
EN 62391-1 [90]. Basically the time Δt passed during a con-
stant current discharge between an upper Uh and a lower volt-
age Ul (Uh = 0.8Ur andUl = 0.4Ur with the rated voltageUr of
the device) is measured. The discharge current is determined
as Ur ·C/3600 assuming a discharge within 1 hour (3600 s).
The capacitance is calculated from the recorded time Δt ac-
cording to

C ¼ IΔt
ΔU

ð9Þ

In this recommendation, the internal resistance of a device
is taken from the discharge current and the immediate voltage
drop observed when switching on the discharge current. The
obtained value of the internal resistance is sometimes called
DC impedance (see, e.g., [36]).

A similar procedure with a charging instead of a
discharging current applied is described in [36]. The distinc-
tion between the internal resistance or DC impedance (being
more relevant for practical purposes) and the ESR or AC im-
pedance measured by impedance or LCR bridge (at 1 kHz)
measurements is stressed. The internal resistance has been
reported to be 1.1 to 1.5 times the ESR [36]. In this procedure,
the current going into charge storage (i.e., dielectric absorp-
tion in a broader sense) and leakage current are difficult to
separate. They can be detected after long charging times
(100 h or more) as the residual current flowing under constant
voltage charging using a shunt resistor [36]. A commercial
device for the measurement of ESR is depicted in Fig. S3.
Typical results obtained with this device operating at an AC
frequency of 100 kHz are collected in the Supplementary
Information.

Measurements of cell AC impedances are commonly per-
formed to get both capacitance and ESR values. Various
modes of operation, i.e., at constant voltage and at constant
current, are possible. A combination of both has been sug-
gested by a manufacturer [91] wherein the applied AC current
is adapted during an experiment to keep the amplitude of the
registered AC response of the cell at a roughly constant value
when changing the AC frequency.

Practical devices most frequently simplify the formal pro-
cedure described above by, e.g., using a fixed current not
exactly set according to the data of the capacitor. In profes-
sional measuring devices, various principles are applied. In
the device depicted in Fig. S1 [92], a constant voltage feeds
a current limited by a high-precision resistor into the capacitor
under investigation. The obtained charging curve is nonlinear,
but any error caused by an imperfect constant current source is
thus avoided. Using comparator circuits, a lower and an upper
voltage passed during charging are registered. When passing
the lower one, a logic gate is opened, and pulses from a highly
stable generator source are fed into a counter. When the upper
voltage has been reached, the gate is closed; from the number
of counted pulses and the circuit details, the capacity can be
displayed directly. In more simple devices, a constant current
(with their inherent problems of precision) is applied; the rate
of voltage increase is determined and again yields the
capacitance.

Measurement of the AC current caused by application of an
AC voltage of a fixed frequency f is possible only with
nonpolarized capacitors (i.e., definitely not with SCs) and
within a range of capacity values wherein the impedance of
the capacitor according to Z = 1/(2πfC) with frequency f of the
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applied AC voltage is significantly larger than the resistance
of all other Ohmic components (wires, contacts, etc.) in the
used electric circuit (for a typical device, see Fig. S2). As
stated, this approach is obviously not suitable for SCs. The
same applies at first glance to true impedance measurements,
i.e., AC measurements over a wide range of frequencies. As
shown before, a number taken just at one frequency (as in the
preceding simple approach) is most likely meaningless; mea-
surements at various frequencies are no attractive option for
engineering application. They will provide the true value of
the capacitance of a SC only after modeling with a sufficiently
elaborate equivalent circuit as reported, e.g., in [93] is
employed.

Specific effects of experimental details like mechanical
pressure applied to an electrode pack have been studied [94].

Terminology

The capacitance is the characteristic property of a capacitor
giving its capability to store electric charge with respect to the
difference in electric potential between the plates of the capac-
itor; it is given in F, i.e., in As∙V-1. Frequently the more gen-
eral term capacity naming a general storage capability is used
somewhat imprecisely as a synonym. The capability of an
electrode material to store electric charge by undergoing a
redox reaction is frequently called capacity, but apparently
there is no generally accepted or even specifically designated
term. This capability is measured in terms of charge, i.e., C or
As. Any number is useful only when it refers to a specific
redox reaction: 1 mol of Li converted into 1 mol of Li+-ions
releases 1 mol of electrons with a total charge of 96494 As.
Such number is useful when discussing battery electrodes
where in the ideal case (assumed when stating the theoretical
number) the complete active mass is converted. Although the
fields of batteries and supercapacitors are already approaching
for some time and with respect tomanymaterials havemerged
already, this concept of storage capability hardly is useful
when a battery electrode material is used and appraised as a
supercapacitor electrode. By definition electrode reactions at
supercapacitor electrodes are superficial reactions; once they
proceed into the volume of an electrode, their real rate goes
down, and so goes the current capability of this electrode.
Accordingly any theoretical number for a storage material in
a supercapacitor electrode is of rather dubious value. Even in
extremely thin electrodes, it is unrealistic, actually incorrect
almost by definition. In an actual measurement of this storage
capability depending on which method is used, the state of
oxidation of the material is changed from an initial value to a
final value (both in CV and in GCD). The complete charge
transferred in this process is divided by the potential differ-
ence yielding a result in the units As∙V-1—which is in terms of
units exactly the same as with capacitance. This line of

reasoning applies also to the evaluation of CVs with a flat
current response (the frequently invoked rectangular shape
of a CV which mutates into all kinds of “almost” shapes in
the majority of publications; for a collection of samples, see
[28]) wherein the current at a selected potential is recorded and
transformed according to current/scan rate again yielding a
result with the units As∙V-1 which can be a true capacitance
or a pseudocapacitance. The first and second approaches may
be called integral one, the third differential (not to be confused
with integral and differential double layer capacitance).
Obviously the third approach may only be used with flat cur-
rent responses; otherwise, gross errors will result. With both
CV and GCD, the potential limits can have substantial effects
on the obtained results. At first glance, division of the mea-
sured charge by the potential difference should cancel out any
differences. In reality this may be an unjustified assumption.
Frequently close to the potential limits side reactions like ox-
ygen evolution (easily identified in CVs with rising currents)
set in which are unwanted in most cases and will result in
artificially enhanced results.

Experimental

Electrode measurements

MnO2 electrodes were prepared potentiostatically according
to Hu and Tsou [95] with a platinum sheet counter and a
saturated calomel reference (ESCE) electrode in a three-
compartment cell in a stirred solution. Working electrodes
were prepared from stainless steel mesh (SS 1.4401, mesh
181 with 0.09 mm width and 0.05 mm thickness; F. Carl
Schröter, Hamburg, Germany). The electrolyte solution for
deposition contained 0.25 M MnSO4 (VEB Jenapharm
Laborchemie Apolda) dissolved in deionized ultrapure 18
MΩ water (Seralpur Pro 90 C). The pH was adjusted to 6.4.
A representative thin electrode with low MnO2-loading and a
thick electrode with larger loading were prepared. Deposition
charges were measured with a coulombmeter model 630 (The
Electrosynthesis, E. Amherst). Amounts of deposited MnO2

expected from coulomb—metrically and gravimetrically
determined—are compared in Table 1.

Table 1 Expected and determined masses of electrochemically
deposited MnO2

Deposition charge Q/C Expected
mass m/mg

Gravimetrically
determined mass m/mg

0.3 0.13515 0.65

3 1.3515 2.2
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The significant difference between the calculated mass
based on the deposition charge and the gravimetrically deter-
mined one has been observed before [96]; a conclusive expla-
nation has not been found yet. Double layer or electrode ca-
pacities were determined for MnO2 electrodes in an aqueous
0.1 M Na2SO4 (Riedel de Haën, p.A.) electrolyte solution
using cyclic voltammetry at various scan rates, galvanostatic
charge/discharge measurements, and electrode impedance
measurements.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge/
discharge (GCD) measurements were performed on a
potentiostat IVIUMSTAT Electrochemical Interface within
the electrode potential window − 0.034 < ESCE < 0.766 V at
scan rates and currents listed below. Scan rates and currents
were adjusted to corresponding values; i.e. currents registered
in CVs were used as charging/discharging currents in GCD.
Table 2 provides examples of related numbers. In experiments
attention was paid to run measurements at corresponding
values because of the expected dependencies of observed ca-
pacitance on rate of change of the state of charge.

For electrochemical impedance measurements (single elec-
trodes in three-electrode arrangement potentiostatically) said
IVIUMSTAT Electrochemical Interface was also employed.
Themeasurements at electrodeswere carried out at the electrode
potential where in preceding CVs current readings (approxi-
mately in the middle of the electrode potential window) were
taken with a modulation amplitude of 5 mV in the frequency
range from 0.1 to 105 Hz. Evaluation of the impedance data was
performed with IviumSoft and Boukamp V. 2.4 software.

Table 2 Corresponding scan rates and galvanostatic charge/discharge
currents

Capacitance/F I/A in GCD dE/dt/V·s-1 in CV

0.09283 0.001 0.011

0.09283 0.1 1.077

0.09283 1 10.772

1 0.1 0.1

1 1 1

1 10 10

10 0.1 0.01

10 1 0.1

10 10 1

100 0.1 0.001

100 1 0.01

100 10 0.1

500 0.1 0.0002

500 1 0.002

500 10 0.02

Fig. 3 Examined supercapacitors
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Fig. 4 CVs ofMnO2 electrodes with different loadings in an aqueous 0.1
M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution at dE/dt = 0.005 V s-1
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Fig. 5 Capacitances of MnO2 electrodes with different loadings in
contact with an aqueous solution of 0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution
at different scan rates
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Supercapacitor measurements

Supercapacitors (1 F, 100 F, 500 F, SANWHA GreenCap, 10
F, cda, series CXHP; see Fig. 3) and for comparison an elec-
trolytic capacitor (2200 μF, ELNA) were acquired from com-
mercial distributors.

Their capacities were measured galvanostatically at various
currents and at voltage scan rates corresponding to these cur-
rents (see Table 2) on a potentiostat IVIUMSTAT
Electrochemical Interface between 0.5 and 1.5 V cell voltages,
i.e., within the operating voltage range specified by the man-
ufacturer. Cell impedances were measured with the instru-
mentation described in the previous section; evaluation was
done with Boukamp software (version 2.4) and for corrobo-
ration with IviumSoft software. AC currents were adjusted
depending on the measured capacitance to obtain a voltage

response sufficiently above the noise level. Excessive currents
and associated Joule heating of the capacitors were avoided.

Results and discussion

Electrode measurements

Dependencies of numerical values of the interfacial capaci-
tance (both double layer CDL and pseudocapacitance due to
superficial redox reactions) on charging/discharging current
and scan rate are well known. For several reasons, in particular
because of the limited speed of diffusing ions which are need-
ed for charge compensation at the electrochemical interface,
utilization of the electrochemical interface area inside porous
structures (inner electrode surface area) decreases with grow-
ing scan rate. This is commonly called capacitance retention
with a higher retention suggesting generally better perfor-
mance, specifically more capacitance obtained even at higher
currents and scan rates. Using RuO2 as an example has been
studied by Ardizzone et al. [33]. As a result from suitable
plots, the charge related to the outer and the inner surface
and finally the total surface area were obtained. Substituting
CDL instead of charge the plots, relationships and results are:

CDL;tot ¼ CDL;inn þ CDL;out ð10Þ
CDL;tot from extrapolation of 1=CDL vs: dE=dtð Þ1=2
CDL;out from extrapolation of CDL vs: dE=dtð Þ�1=2

CDL;inn ¼ CDL;tot−CDL;out

ð11Þ

At first glance, this distinction seems to be irrelevant in the
present context because in almost all publication an electrode
capacity (or capacitance) is reported without regard to the
details discussed above. Quite obviously the actually reported
values depend on the applied scan rate. Because frequently
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Fig. 6 GCD curves MnO2 electrodes at different loadings given as
deposition charges as indicated at 1 A g-1
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Fig. 7 Capacitances of MnO2 electrodes with different loadings in
contact with an aqueous solution of 0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution
at different current densities

CPE

RctRsol

W
Zdiff

Fig. 8 Equivalent circuit used for fitting of electrode impedances

Table 3 Impedance data obtained with MnO2 electrodes with two
different loadings using the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 8.

Loading/C Rsol/Ω Q/F∙s1-n n/- Rct/Ω σ/Ω·s-½

0.3 4.6 3.6·10-4 1 209 0.0115

3 4.7 1.2·10-3 1 112 0.0146
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rate capabilities and/or capacity retentions are reported, au-
thors must be aware of this dependency. In the absence of a
generally accepted “standard” or “reference” scan rate, it
seems appropriate to use CDL,tot as obtained by the procedure
first suggested by Ardizzone et al. [33]. Because this value is
obtained by extrapolation of experimental data to the limiting
case of zero scan rate, it is called Cmax here. Typical CVs of
the MnO2-coated steel mesh electrode with different loadings
are shown in the following picture (Fig. 4).

Capacitances were calculated from currents observed in the
CVs at various scan rates ranging from 1 to 25 mV∙s-1; results
are collected in Fig. 5.

Evaluation of the data obtained with the electrode having a
smaller loading yielded a value ofCmax = 180 F∙g-1. This value
is in good agreement with values calculated from the redox
storage capability of MnO2 and an electrode potential varia-
tion similar to the one employed here. For a thorough discus-
sion of theoretical capacities and mass utilization, see [42].
For the electrode with the higher loading Cmax = 330 F∙g-1

was obtained. Already these data suggest that reporting of
capacitance values for an electrode/an electrode material at
just one scan rate is of limited value only, in particular when
trying to compare data with results of other studies or with a
theoretical capacitance frequently invoked [42].

Hu and Tsou used only CV in their study, whereas in most
supercapacitor electrode studies, GCD measurements are
used. We have used both methods in a closely corresponding
way as described above. A typical result for both loadings is
shown in Fig. 6; all results are collected in Fig. 7.

Again the obvious dependency of the obtained capacitance
on current densities suggests extrapolation to zero current den-
sity. Evaluation yielded Cmax = 170 F g-1 andCmax = 422 F g-1

for the electrodes with loadings 0.3 and 3 C, respectively. The
values agree with those reported above for CV or are at least
close to them.

Impedance measurements with these electrodes were con-
ducted potentiostatically. Evaluation was done using equiva-
lent circuits. Given the porous morphology of the investigated
electrodes, use of a simple circuit based on the Randles circuit
[97] even after incorporation of a diffusion contribution may
be considered insufficient; indeed, more elaborate circuits
based on, e.g., transmission line models (see, e.g., a universal
equivalent circuit in [98]) have been proposed and recom-
mended. The most simple circuit providing a sufficiently good
representation of the obtained data and yielding the desired
information about the examined electrode may be considered
as being satisfactory, nevertheless [80, 81]. This is standard
procedure in practically all publications dealing with
supercapacitor electrode materials. The caveat in [80, 81] that
even the simplest circuit must take into account the already
known processes at the electrochemical interface is frequently
ignored. As already outlined above, basic standards of
reporting are also ignored; indeed, the impression is supported
that this approach is sufficient. For a typical example, see [99].
Accordingly in the initial try here, the equivalent circuit
depicted in Fig. 8 was used; obtained results are collected in
Table 3.

The exponent n describing the non-ideality of the constant
phase element CPE used instead of a simple capacity to model
the double layer capacity is n = 1; accordingly the value of Q
can be taken as the double layer capacity following the argu-
ments assembled by Jovic [100] already discussed before [82].

CPE1

RctRsol CPE2

CPE1

RctRsol CPE2

(a) R(Q(RQ)) (b) RQ(RQ)Fig. 9 Modified equivalent
circuits used for fitting of
electrode impedances.

Fig. 10 Impedance results with equivalent circuit in Fig. 9b in Bode
display for an electrode with loading 0.3 C

Table 4 Impedance data obtained with MnO2 electrodes with two
different loadings using the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 9b

Loading/C Rsol/Ω Q1/F s1-n g-1 n1/- Rct/Ω Q2/F s1-n g-1 n2/−

0.3 3.4 65 0.95 150 1.2 0.6

3 3.7 50 1 240 2 0.6
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With a higher loading, a higher value of CDL is observed.
Taking the electrode masses, gravimetric capacitances of
0.55 F g-1 and 0.54 F g-1 were obtained. The similarity of
the values does not necessarily suggest that the active mass
utilization was independent of the loading; it might merely
suggest that impedance measurements probed the same very
small fraction of the electrode (penetration depth) in both
cases [101]. The obtained values are lower by two orders of
magnitude than values obtained with CV and GCD.
Obviously the used equivalent circuit is inadequate.
Certainly the decrease of the charge transfer resistance may
be in part ascribed to the increased electrochemically active
surface area EASA reflected in the larger value of the CPE.
But a physical understanding of the diffusion element, and in
particular the complete absence of any element representing
the superficial redox processes assumed to be responsible for
the charge storage, is disturbing. Unfortunately there seems to
be no overview of methodological aspects of impedance mea-
surements available. Even a report apparently answering the
question asked here does not provide a single equivalent cir-
cuit or a description of it possibly useful in a practical appli-
cation [102]. The electrode studied here closely resembles an
electrode composed of an intrinsically conducting polymer
deposited on an electronically conducting substrate. Such
electrodes have been frequently suggested for electrochemical
energy storage applications (for an overview, see [103]); they
have been studied extensively with impedance measurements
[104]. Following the considerations provided in the latter re-
port, we have examined two modified equivalent circuits
depicted in Fig. 9.

Circuit a in Fig. 9 is based on the model of an electrode
wherein the double layer capacitance represented as CPE1 is
established in parallel to the electrode reaction wherein the
charge transfer represented by Rct feeds into the metal oxide
storage material undergoing redox changes represented by
CPE2. In case n2 is found to be 1, this element turns into a
simple capacitance resembling the adsorption capacitance ap-
plied elsewhere [105]. Circuit b in Fig. 9 is based on a model
where the double layer capacity (CPE1) is found in parallel to
Rct with the redox-activematerial CPE2 acting as the electrode
(material). Based on the consistently better fit with circuit b
(which also agrees with the circuit used for the polymer-
coated electrode before [104]; a typical result is shown in
Fig. 10), results obtained with circuit b are listed in Table 4
(averages of repeated measurements with two electrodes
each).

The bigger CPE1 is assigned to the redox-active MnO2

storage material. The smaller CPE2 is related to the interfacial
double layer capacitance. The associated value of n differs
strongly from 1 indicating a highly non-ideal capacitance typ-
ical of such highly porous material.
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Fig. 11 CVs of a supercap 100 F at scan rates as indicated

Table 5 Capacitances of MnO2 electrodes

Loading/C mass CV GDC Impedance

0.3 0.65 mg 180 F·g-1 170 F·g-1 65 F·g-1

3 2.2 mg 330 F·g-1 422 F·g-1 50 F·g-1
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The results obtained with both MnO2 electrodes and three
independent methods are collected in Table 5.

The capacitances obtained with higher loadings show
higher capacitances than the estimated theoretical capacitance
values as discussed. Given the various experimental uncer-
tainties, this deviation is significant and may require further
examination. The conclusion at this point: reporting capaci-
tances just for one arbitrarily selected scan rate or current
density is insufficient for a valid comparison. Values from
CV and GCD agree reasonably well. Values obtained by im-
pedance measurements are significantly too low. This may
possibly be due to the limited “penetration depth” of this
method [80, 81, 101]; the similarity of the values suggests this
assumption. Studies with thinner electrodes may help to con-
firm this, until this discrepancy can be explained impedance
measurements may be less suitable than CV and GCD for
capacitance determination.

Supercapacitor measurements

Measurements of the capacitance of supercapacitors (i.e.,
complete cells) as a function of charging parameters have
been performed potentiostatically, galvanostatically, and with
impedance measurements. Typical results of CV are shown in
Fig. 11.

A dependency of the measured capacitance on the scan rate
becomes obvious in Fig. 12

Extrapolation to zero scan rate as shown in Fig. 13 yields
the rated capacitance value C = 1.08 F within the manufac-
turers tolerance. The same procedure applied to the other SCs
in this study yielded similar results, although the dependencies
were differently pronounced.

Results for all examined supercaps are collected in Table 6
Figure 14 shows a typical dataset from charge/discharge

experiments with a supercap of 100 F at I = 5 A.
The capacitance C calculated as C = (tdis·I)/ΔU shows a

noticeably dependence of the capacitance on the charge/
discharge current and the voltage scan rate (Fig. 15).

The dependencies are better visible with a SC of 1 F in Fig.
16.

Determination of Cmax by extrapolation yielded the values
collected in Table 7.
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Fig. 14 Charge/discharge display of a supercap of 100 F at I = 5 A.

Table 6 Capacitance values Cmax of supercaps determined by
extrapolation

Nominal capacity 1 F 10 F 100 F 500 F

Cmax 1.1 F 8.6 F 82 F 657 F
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Impedance

Impedances measured galvanostatically at a current large
enough to provide a response with an acceptable signal-to-
noise ratio and small enough to avoid heating of the studied
supercapacitor were evaluated assuming a simple RC equiva-
lent circuit. In a few cases depending on cabling, setup, and
studied supercap, very small inductivities possibly caused ei-
ther by the internal construction of the supercap or the exper-
imental setup were noticed. Results are collected in Table 8.
Independent measurement and evaluation by fitting using a
potentiostat Gamry Reference 3000 with associated software
yielded a capacitance of 353 F for the commercial supercap
rated at 500 F.

Typical results of measured and fitted impedance data are
shown below for two supercaps in Fig. 17 and 18.

Applicability of the selected model (whether an equivalent
circuit as done here or a transfer function [82]) must always be
critically examined after fitting by comparing measured and
fitted data; in addition, comparison with results of other
methods must be considered [80, 81, 101, 106]. The displayed
examples show a satisfactory agreement of fit and measure-
ment. This conclusion is in complete agreement with an earlier
report [32]. The need for a constant phase element CPE used
instead of a simple capacitor was not observed; the frequently
observed general improvement of the quality of the fit with a
CPE was not found here. The need to find a proper relation
between the double layer capacity and the value of the CPE
highlighted elsewhere was thus avoided [17, 82]. The value of
the series resistance R obtained from the impedance measure-
ments is not listed because the values, which are commonly
associated with the sum of all Ohmic components and contri-
butions in the electric pathway between the connectors con-
tains beyond the possibly interesting value of ESR also con-
tributions from electric contact to the supercap under exami-
nation. Except for the button-type 1 F supercap all other
supercaps had R values below 10 mΩ.

A comparison of the results obtained with impedance mea-
surements with those obtained with CV and GCD (see

Table 9) should be based on the values of Cmax obtained with
the latter methods. In case of devices showing very good rate
capability, i.e., hardly a decrease in energy density with in-
creasing power density in a Ragone diagram indicative of very
high mass utilization, optimized ionic, and electronic current
transport and a low ESR, Cmax will not differ much from
values found at higher currents and larger scan rates.
Nevertheless, this rate dependency should be examined before
making the comparison.

Results obtained by three independent methods with spec-
imen showing nominal capacities varying over almost three
orders of magnitude show good agreement with only the
supercaps of 1 F and 500 F showing enlarged scattering of
the results. In the former case, this may be due to different
mechanical construction (button type) and the rather large
Ohmic series resistance negatively affecting the fit (uncertain-
ty of C was largest with this supercap). Causes for the scatter
observed with the 500 F supercap are not obvious. The par-
ticularly disturbing large Cmax value obtained by CV is possi-
bly due to instrumental limitations. Measurements of the elec-
trolytic capacitor performed as a reference only confirmed the
general trends observed here.

Fig. 17 Impedance results in Bode display for a supercap 10 F

Fig. 18 Impedance results in Bode display for a supercap 500 F

Table 7 Capacitance values Cmax of supercaps determined by
extrapolation

Nominal capacity 1 F 10 F 100 F 500 F

Cmax 0.9 F 8.9 F 75.5 F 429 F

Table 8 Results of impedance measurements of commercial
supercapacitors

Nominal capacity 1 F 10 F 100 F 500 F

Measured capacity 0.46 F 7.45 F 67 F 363 F
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Conclusions

Comparison of supercap electrodes, electrode materials, and
device capacitance values obtained with CV and GCD should
always be based on extrapolated values obtained assuming
zero scan rate and zero current. Otherwise, the well-known
effect of non-ideal capacitance retention frequently made vis-
ible in Ragone plots might affect a fair comparison. This ap-
plies in particular when comparison with impedance results is
included. The latter method seems to have limitations with
single electrode measurements.
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